Abstract. In this paper, a storage definition and management method of information and data holographic complete survival process management for power system operation and management is proposed, including information structure definition and storage and storage management methods. Specifically, it provides a definition and storage of power system data full-time management and storage service management method. It implements information and data management in power system, and realizes power system hologram or defines area and scope by a definition and storage management mechanism suitable for information full-change process storage. The management of the whole time and changing process of information. It can provide data view of time section for different applications of power system.
Introduction
Holographic full time domain management, complex and huge management and operation information in power system, and data process record management for management purpose activity time in the whole life cycle.
Electrical objects, basic power system management and operation, such as equipment, information and other unit objects. Generally, the frequency of data change of managed objects is low, while the frequency of data change of running objects varies from low to very high, depending on the type of data information.
Holographic holed time domain data management method. It is the foundation of power system management and operation control. By defining reasonable power system objects and supporting holographic and full time-domain management methods, the software implementation of basic data requirements such as establishment, query, analysis and preservation for power system operation and management applications is realized.
The formation of the national large power grid makes the scale and scope of power grid data become very large and extensive; the operation characteristics of power grid and the application and management of dispatch control are also extremely complex, especially for the requirements of data and the experience acquisition of data knowledge, it is necessary to provide holographic data and process management from time, region and type. It is the core task of power system data management and service that the management and service requirements of such huge, complex and extremely time-related data information meet the management and operation of power grid.
How to effectively define and store full-time management and service methods with such complex dimension data is the difficulty and focus of power grid data management.
Power system holographic data management uses storage technology and data management technology to realize the effective definition of power system data and the minimal management of time-varying information. It also uses software technology to achieve efficient management and service methods, and is easy to establish deployment services of different data sources.
Technical and definition methods
This paper provides a definition and storage method of holographic full time-domain data of power system, and a definition suitable for software implementation. This storage definition method of power system data holographic full time domain management is based on the following steps, and software system considerations based on software and related technology applications. 1) Based on data sources and uses, we plan and establish a hologram full time domain model for power grid data objects.
2) The storage method and storage mechanism are determined by the hologram full time domain model of power grid data objects.
3) Design a power grid data object management method based on the effective storage method. 4) Determine the quality attributes (capacity and performance) guarantee mechanism according to the determined model, storage and management requirements.
Definition Method of Full Time Domain Data Management Framework
The basic requirements of holographic complete time-domain data management include the establishment and management of full-time process information of power system by providing data management services convenient for deployment at different data sources. By means of data service method, a time-related data view is provided for power system management and operation, which defines the time-related data view that meets the definable requirements.
Holographic complete time domain data management system is to establish and implement software service methods in the main data management servers of power system by designing suitable storage system, and to deploy multiple management service programs according to data scale, application requirements and data sources.
Holographic Full Time Domain Data Management Software Implementation Method
The basic idea of holographic complete time-domain data management is to define the storage and management of power data objects, support the whole process of data holography and time, and implement software management methods.
The definable object type and the rule of uniquely naming power object can configure the object attribute information arbitrarily, and realize the data definition and management of different management in power system.
Data generation source implements holographic data construction through remote method of data management service; application system of power grid management and operation control can also obtain data view information with specified purpose and scope by means of data service method. For large-scale data, real-time version, data event sequence management and incremental version management are adopted to track changes and manage the whole process.
Holographic Full Time Domain Data Representation and Storage Model Semantics
The basis and key of holographic full time domain data management is to define an effective data representation and storage mechanism.
A basic power system object is defined to represent the information description of objects with unique number and type assignment and related physical attributes in the power system, including physical behavior related to physical attributes, object association behavior, etc.
The time change management of power object based on attribute data dictionary change management is defined to record the change of power object with minimum information.
Define a storage structure model with high matching degree with electric power object, and use storage system and data management system to efficiently realize data management and service in the whole process of holographic power system.
Idea and Method of Data Storage Design
The main storage design ideas include: 1) Hierarchical index, by analyzing the characteristics of management objects, design Object type, object and object attribute are three levels of index mechanism to manage power data objects. Object types can be defined according to the purpose of management requirements, such as data objects related to operation in operation management, which can be classified according to region, voltage level, etc. They can also be classified according to the physical attributes of devices and components. Objects are the only named management objects belonging to a certain type, such as CB2000 of switch type. Objects; Object attributes are defined as static or dynamic attributes that a specific management object participates in.
2) Static index and dynamic record. This is the main design to support large scale data storage and by identifying the object.
Static information is used as index to record dynamic and changeable attribute information.
Data Storage Software Implementation Methods and Performance Assurance Methods

1)
Requirements for software implementation of storage mechanism. Memory mechanism completely defines the memory mechanism of hierarchical index, static index and dynamic record information.
Data containers, which are implemented by software compiler systems, define the storage concepts of the basic design.
The database stores and establishes management by using relevant design concepts by using database tables.
2) Software Performance Assurance For Storage Design And Storage Mechanism Capacity Scale: Mainly for type, object, attribute capacity settings, according to the application requirements, arbitrary definition and expansion.
Service time: Storage, retrieval, modification and deletion of basic management objects, through storage design and flexible operation of storage mechanism, ensure the maximum capacity of time performance requirements.
Data Management Framework Definition and Technology Implementation Method
By conceptualization and software, the storage definition method of holographic complete time domain management of power system data is realized.
Definition for the Power grid Data Holography Full Time Domain Storage Model
By defining the computer representation model of power grid data objects within the scope of management requirements, the power grid data that will need to be managed will be modeled, and it is conducive to the software implementation of storage and data services.
Storage Method and Mechanism Definition
1) computer representation definition of power grid data objects 2) database storage and representation definition of power grid data objects 3) definition of storage management method for power grid data objects
Power Grid Data Object Management Method
This mainly defines the operation and management methods of single object time-interval and batch object time-varying zone, such as the establishment, deletion and information query of data object storage management. 1) establishment and management of power grid data objects 2) power grid data object data manipulation 3) data retrieval of power grid data objects Quality Attribute (Capacity and Performance) Guarantee Mechanism Method 1) Sub index mechanism: it can be based on type, object and attribute. More hierarchical indexes design ensures the direct positioning of management objects, and supports the modification of dynamic types and attributes, as well as the management of variable object attributes.
2) Dynamic and static combination: static storage index information; index information to invariant information is preferred; changeable information is stored dynamically and defined with minimum information unit (object).
3) Memory/disk integration: according to the memory and the memory of the computer system. The status of disk storage resources, and according to the characteristics of the generation and use of managed data objects, automatically establish data storage with suitable specifications and standards combined with internal and external memory; general index information maintains memory management, while recording information, especially producing low frequency of change, or low frequency of use of types of objects, timing and quantitative adoption. Internal and external storage management technology can be adjusted proportions.
4) Data quality checking: power system objects besides basic attributes, also designs behavioral operation management that conforms to its basic physical characteristics, including attribute value quality management in type objects, object relationship management operations, etc.
Realization for Software of Technical Scheme
Taking the power flow calculation application of PSASP (Power System Analysis Software Package) as an example, the storage and management methods supporting holographic complete time domain data management are defined. The Basic Algorithm, Including New, Deleted, Single Query Information.
Definition of Full Time Domain Storage Model for Power Flow Hologram
And batch object management. 1) New / added object management (basic) algorithm:
1-1 check the type information of power object EDObject EDType 1-2 index management list established in index management system. If 1-2-1 has already set up the object, it gets its management from the type index management. EDTypeID used in the system. If 1-2-2 does not have this object, it will be added to the type index management table and set up phase. The management information should be provided; at the same time, the new distribution type EDTypeID should be obtained. 1-3 use EDTypeID to join directly on the list of object management classes. 1-3-1 inspecting the naming information EDOName of electric objects (unique, at least in classification) and in The object index list of this type object management list checks whether the management of the object has been established. 1-3-2 if it has established the management of the object, get its EDOID from its object index list. If 1-3-3 does not establish the management of the object, it establishes management in the object index list and returns it. Allocated EDOID 1-4 locate the object location directly in the object management list by using the EDOID obtained, and implement the new location. The addition of the building and the new version of the existing objects. 1-4-1 adds new management objects, localizing object location, recording power object information, and generating correlation. The initial creation management attribute index list and so on; 1-4-2 has an object that records the current time from the location of the location object by using the power object information written. And previous attribute change information; modify attribute index list information and so on.
2) Object management delete / erase algorithm In order to support any edition of manageable data, the deletion of object type, object and object attribute information is represented by deleting label information in its index list instead of deleting entity information.
2-1 power object deletion, can specify a single object or batch of objects to carry out; according to the specified power. Object to manipulate the location of the index list of objects, set deletion markup and concatenate its list of managed objects. The state of the object is deleted. The 2-2 type of object deletion, setting the delete state in the type index list and managing the column in the object index list. The "delete" management state is set in the table. The 2-3 object property also sets "delete" information on its index list and management list. 2-4 delete information to provide logical processing information for query, index, add / update object management. 2-5 cleaning operation, entity deletion, unable to query the object information being cleared.
3) Retrieval / query object management algorithm 3-1 check the type information of power object EDObject EDType 3-2 type index list established in index management system. 3-2-1 If the object management has been established and its management status is "normal", it is managed from the type index. The EDTypeID used in its management system is obtained. 3-2-2 otherwise, set up query empty result information directly. 3-3 use EDTypeID to search on the index and management list of its object management class. 3-3-1 checks the naming information EDOName of electric objects (unique, at least in classification) and in that type. The object index list of the object management list checks whether the management of the object has been established. If 3-3-2 has been established to manage and state "normal", get its EDOID from its object index list. To determine the matching time between normal time and query time, if object is met, execute object query; otherwise, do not enter. Follow up query work and set up query empty result information directly. If 3-3-3 has been established to manage, but the state is "deleted", the query empty result information should be set up directly. 3-4 locate the location of the object directly in the object management list by using the EDOID obtained, according to the time. Object information in the time version of information architecture. 3-4-1 current information returns directly to the attribute value; When 3-4-2 specifies the time, it is necessary to obtain the time-matching attribute values from the time series values of each attribute. The power object information with complete attribute time value is returned.
Conclusion
The storage definition method of holographic and full time domain management of power data defined in this paper can support the effective realization of the whole process and all-round information management software system of power data of any type and management purpose. Manage the management of type, object and attribute completely; management time and process can be chosen arbitrarily.
The designed storage management algorithm also meets the huge data management performance requirements, such as system management capacity, service time performance and so on.
The method designed in this paper mainly defines information and storage structure for the whole process management of large-scale and high-frequency changing data and so to simplify and efficiently implement the software system for its management requirements.
The data range that can be managed includes any data that need time domain process management, such as power grid equipment information, operation information, power grid simulation and application analysis data.
